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THE EXPERIENCE OF COHERENCE1 

by 
David Lieberman 

Over the years composition scholars and teachers have developed a 
number of valuable prewriting techniques that encourage students to pur
sue their writing as an open-ended discovery process and to explore 
thoughts and feelings that are personally significant. The eventual goal 
of this process, as Knoblauch and Brannon state, is "to render articulate 
and therefore intelligible, the welter of images, thoughts, and experiences 
that comprise the writer's awareness."2 They call this achievement, in a 
word, coherence. 

However,just at the point when students are taking their welter of initial 
discoveries and organizing them into an intelligible draft, frequently, it 
seems to me, we introduce instruction which dissipates both their ex
ploratory spirit and their personal connection to the writing. 

What is pivotal here is the notion of coherence we put forward as a goal 
for our students. Too often teachers abide by an underlying view that the 
way we make sense of a text, the way we come to a feeling of coherence 
in reading and writing is an outcome of the logical relationships we find 
in writing. Whether we concentrate our students' main effort in organiz
ing their writing on keeping the focus logically consistent or on attending 
to the logical pattern in the text (causes and effect, generality and ex
amples, etc.) we express the view that it is the logical interconnections 
which comprise the framework of our understanding. 

I think if we investigate the experience of coherence closely we will find 
that the emphasis on logical structure describes the phenomenon too nar
rowly, and as a philosophical basis for teaching, throws our students 
seriously off track. Logic has particular functions (see note 7) but all 
operating within a more enveloping structure of coherence. In this essay 
I hope to show that a reader's main organizing principle is not the struc
ture of logic she sees but rather the thread of what seems significant to 
the writer. This larger framework attests to the writing being not merely 
a pattern of ideas but an expression ofa person's living concerns and bonds 
in the world. 

A number of theorists have worked with the notion of coherence as a logical 
matter. Knoblauch and Brannon, for one, view writing as the forming of 
assertions which coalesce into an integrated whole through the developt 
ment of their logical connections. For them, logical relations between 
separate statements are what gives a clear meaning and focus to a text. 
Larson, another theorist of coherence, sees these logical connections as 
strategic moves a writer makes to create plausibility as she progresses 



1rough a text. Winterowd has given what is perhaps the most detailed 
sting of logical relationships in writing which he, like the others, feels 
re the source of what integrates the meaning in text. He describes seven 
lternatives which parallel the categories of propositional logic, inclusivi
,, coordination, conclusivity, alternativity, causativity, obversativity and 
sequential relationship. 3 

.II of these theorists depict writing as a series of discrete units of subject 
1atter which are joined into an overall meaning through the dynamism 
f logic congealed into a pattern in the text. 

believe these theorists have pointed to something significant in consider-
1g that coherence is built up dynamically, for in both writing and reading 
coherent text, we do experience at any point a sort of attraction for what 
, to follow. Knoblauch and Brannon describe this dynamic quality as en-
1ilment, a feeling that something belongs coming after what precedes 
. in the text. It is this felt sense of coherence as a text unfolds that I want 
) look at, for though writing theorists generally relate it to the develop-
1g logic I think a careful tracing of our own experience will bring us to 
n important different assessment. 

EHTAILMEHT: 
SEEING THE THREAD OF SIGHIFICAHCE 

,et's now observe three passages of writing to see how our sense of 
oherence develops as we read the text, whether on the basis of logic or 
1 a different way. We will rely on our sense of entailment as the writing 
mfolds from one sentence to the next. 4 

>ifferent readers, of course, read a piece ofwriting a little differently. With 
he following passages I will be tracing my own response as a reader; you 
re invited to do the same. I don't expect that our reactions will be iden
ical, but I do thinkyou'll be able to see that both of our responses similarly 
1oint to an alternative way of understanding entailment not based primari
{ on logic. 

,et us examine the following passage-the opening paragraphs from Carol 
lly's essay, "'Bruno Bettelheim, Three Ideas to Try in Madison, Minnesota" 
from Letters from the Country, Penguin Books, 1981). 

( 1) It is exhilarating to spend a few days thinking about the ideas of 
Bruno Bettelheim, notjust because he has such energy and moral 
genius, but because he is so out of style at the moment. (2) The at
tention, and certainly the affections, of the liberal intelligentsia are 
somewhere else, and I feel private and quiet among Bettelheim's fin
dings, instead of feeling like one of a cheering crowd at the arena. ( 3) 
There is no distraction. 
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If we focus on the logical structure of the passage we could describe the 
entailment this way, 

Sentence 1 entails the first clause in sentence 2 by inclusivity since this 
clause is a more detailed elaboration of the first sentence; 

Sentence 2 also entails sentence 3 by inclusivity since the third sentence 
restates the second, though one might also view this as entailment by con
clusivity if one considers "no distractions" more a result than a restate
ment of' being in a quiet place. 

These logical connections are easy to see in the text, but I don't think they 
are central to our feeling of entailment. A fuller consideration will show 
that our feeling of entailment comes about in two ways. The most forceful 
way is based on our sense of where a writer is headed in the text. This 
is what I want to focus on in this passage . To help us see it, our first task 
is to trace the ways the writer seems impelled to continue writing past 
the end of each sentence. 

At the end of the first sentence we are aware that the author has found 
a subject that holds some fascination for her. She says that Bettelheim's 
ideas are exhilarating, and she lays out several general ways that she finds 
them so . I can clearly see her interest in talking about Bettelheim. Since 
her remarks are introductory-she doesn't yet tell us what his ideas are- I 
strongly suspect she will go on to explain them, particularly shedding light 
on those aspects that portray his great energy and moral genius. Also, 
at the end of this sentence she says wryly that she likes him because he 
is so out of style at the moment. I sense that she is being playful with her 
readers since this is a puzzling comment, and I expect that she will un
tangle the paradox as she writes further. 

We find at the end of this first sentence two elements that are intimately 
involved in our sense of the tension pulling the text forward. Bly will con
tinue to write, first of all, because she is interested in the subject, and 
second, because she has a lot more to say about it. 

Moving on to the end of the second· sentence, she again seems poised to 
continue. For one thing, she still hasn't elaborated his ideas yet. In addi
tion, she reveals another source of interest she has in Bettelheim, that 
he is outside the circle of the liberal intelligensia. This is one more reason 
that she seems motivated to write about him. 

Finally, there's a new element. Bly shows certain aspects of herself; she 
likes to feel private and quiet and she dislikes being part of a cheering 
crowd. Perhaps, I think, she is motivated to write this in part as an exer
cise in self-portraiture, and will use the occasion of this writing to develop 
that picture of herself. Again, at the end of the third sentence the author 
seems impelled to go on, but simply because she has still not revealed 
the content of Bettelheim's ideas. This sentence, in itself, adds little to 
our sense of her motivation to continue writing. 
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,t each point then, we get an impression of the writer's interest in the 
ubject and her desire to write more about it. This leaves us with par
icular expectations after each statement of what will eventually follow. 
md now we see how a feeling of entailment arises, for when these expec
ations are met we say the sentence is entailed. For instance, the second 
entence speaks to questions raised in the preceding one of why Bettelheim 
, out of style, and why she likes him for being out of style. Though the 
econd sentence is in an inclusive" relationship to the first, i.e., it 
!laborates an aspect of the first sentence, this logical connection does not 
unction by itself in our sense of why the second sentence belongs after 
he first. Rather, it's in Bly's singular interest in this characteristic and 
1er need to explain the puzzle of this attraction that the pairing of these 
:entences becomes vital and necessary. Similarly, statements later in her 
issay that explain Bettelheim's ideas and that demonstrate his great 
mergy and moral genius will also be entailed by this first sentence. 

t may appear that the entailment I am tracing is a matter simply of ex
)ecting the author's thesis in certain sentences to be elaborated, further 
m. But this is only one aspect of our experience, and not the most im
)Ortant. We can see this most clearly in a perverse example. Let's say 
:hat after the opening sentence the text were to veer off in some alien 
iirection, say glass blowing in New England, never to return to the sub
ect of Bettelheim. Of course this would upset our expectation that the 
:hesis, "Bettelheim's ideas are exhilarating," was to be developed. But this 
Nouldn't explain the full range of our confusion, and this is the important 
Joint; our big question would be how something so exciting and intrigu
ng to the author could be so nonchalantly abandoned. This wouldn't make 
,ense! I repeat, it's notjust that an intellectual expectation has been foil-
3d, but one senses that the author's curiosity, grounded in her world of 
values and cares has suddenly ceased to function. In the eyes of readers 
ncoherence-lack of entailment-here comes about as much through a 
jisjunction in what seems significant to the author as through a disrup
tion of the direction a thesis is taking. 

So far I've been talking about entailment as ajudgment arising from our 
impression of what is propelling a writer onward through the text. This 
forward movement is an important way that readers experience entail
ment. But there is another. Some strands of coherence become apparent 
only as we look retrospectively from one sentence back to the preceding 
one or the preceding body of text. This is also the way that logical con
nections can be seen. 

To see this unpropelled form of entailment more clearly lets look at another 
sample of writing. This is a paragraph from a piece of student writing en
titled, "Agriculture, An Industry in Need": 

( 1) The government also reduced drastically the number of Soil 
Conservation Service employees and vehicles assigned to each 
district. 
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(2) This means a poorer quantity and quality of service provided. 
(3) Policies such as these hurt the farmer as well as the consumer. 
( 4) The farmer suffers by being ignorant of some useful new 

conservation practices, while the consumer is hurt because the 
farmer is not making the best use of his land, which causes 
production costs to rise and forces prices for the consumer up. 

We could depict the logical entailment like this: 

Sentence one, which we might consider the topic sentence, states the 
precipitating action. 

Sentence one then leads to an outcome in sentence two, i.e., sentence 
one entails sentence two by conclusivity. 

Sentence two leads to an additional outcome of the initial situation in 
sentence three; in other words, entailment by coordination, though 
perhaps more importantly sentence three is an implied result of sentence 
two itself-this is a connection of conclusivity. 

Finally, sentence three, which is a generalization, moves to a more detailed 
explanation in sentence four; in other words, sentence three entails 
sentence four by inclusivity. 

Let's compare this with a fuller reading, first looking at the tensions which 
seem to pull the writer forward. (We exclude, of course, tensions carried 
over from earlier passages.) 

After sentence one I don't sense much motivation driving the writing for
ward. Since it is a fairly specific factual statement the sentence seems 
like a completed thought. The writer might have more to tell us about what 
happened in this shakedown at the Soil Conservation Service but I don't 
feel this very strongly since the sentence has not focused any particular 
questions that need answering. 

Similarly, the second sentence seems rather final. I don't sense the writer's 
desire to go on at the end ofit. Sentence three is a little different. It's the 
first one that feels like the beginning of a larger train of thought. Since 
we see a general statement with some import we would expect to hear 
more specifics about it. How will farmers and consumers be hurt? And 
the author does give this information in sentence four. Since the tension 
from sentence three has been addressed we feel that sentence four is en
tailed. 

On the whole, the passage feels coherent but only after sentence three 
do I feel much tension impelling the writer forward. The other sentences, 
we could say, are mainly "closed" at the end. 



[ow let's look at the dimension of coherence that does not reveal itself 
1 the forward motion of the text. Again we start with the first pair of 
entences. Sentence two, it seems, fits coming after sentence one because 
, sets out in a general way the practical effects of the Soil Conservation 
:orps cutback. This explains a particular result of the situation described 
1 the first sentence ( a logical connection of conclusivity) but by calling 
he service "poorer," an evaluative term, also hints that this is an impor
:mt bit of information. This significance is only fully revealed in sentence 
hree. Here, we find much more than a mere addition of information (i.e., 
nore than a connection of coordination and conclusivity). Sentence three 
:onnects notjust one idea with the preceding one but a life situation-the 
:.c.s, reduction and its effects on farmers and consumers-with the 
vriter's concern for the suffering of these others and perhaps for her own 
,uffering as well. Sentence three therefore "belongs" after sentence two 
>ecause it fleshes out the significance hinted at in the second sentence. 

,entence four, as we've already seen, pushes out from the tension raised 
n the third sentence by giving alarming details about this dire predica
nent. We feel it fits after sentence three because this information is so 
iermane. Sentence four is also in an inclusive relationship to sentence 
;hree, but this has little bearing on our sense of why it belongs there 
;eparate from the author's concern about the plight of farmers. 

~eading the passage in this way we see that logical relationships, while 
)resent, are not very prominent in our sense of the passage's entailment. 
lt's not that 'policies hiring farmers' complements or completes the idea 
)f'poorer government services' that leads us to say the sentences belong 
cogether. If, for instance, after writing in sentence two that the Soil Con-
3ervation Department cuts would results in poorer quality service the 
writer were to go on and say that this, however, is minor compared to 
the harm resulting from other government department cutbacks, the 
logical structure of the passage would be different. Where sentence three 
was originally an outcome of sentence two, it is now a reversal in the direc
tion of thought. An yet we would still feel the passage to be as coherent 
at this point as it was originally .:iecause our sense of the import to the 
author has not been interrupted. We see, then that the specific logical 
relationship has a minor role in our sense of entailment. Rather, what mat
ters most is the thread of significance we see unravelled through the 
passage. This is a thread that extends beyond the boundaries of the con
ceptual meaning of the words into the life of the writer, the lives of the 
farmers and consumers-and readers as well. It is the same thread of 
interest we saw pulling Bly through the passage on Bettelheim, though 
there we see the text expressing concern while the earlier writing seem
ed an act of appreciation. 

While the Bettelheim and Soil Conservation Corps passages are both 
organized by significance there is still an important difference between 
them. The first passage raised questions along the way. This was the main 
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:orce of moveme~t in our seeing how it fit together. The S.C.S. passage 
m contrast does little of that. Each sentence, except the third, appears 
as a complete delimited thought without sending out feelers to sentences 
up the road. To the reader each idea seems to be discrete. 5 

Given that each sentence is mainly "closed" in this passage, as it is in much 
aca?em~c writing, whe:1 we consider the paragraph's coherence we might 
easily miss the underlying thread, seeing instead a structure of coherence 
emer~ing from the relations between self-contained units of meaning. This, 
then, 1s one way the thread of significance becomes harder to discern in 
academic writing, though we can see that it is still vitally important in the 
text's construction. 

HIDING THE THREADS: 
PROFESSIONAL ACADEMIC WRITING 

Le~'s _look finall_y at_ a passage from a piece of professional academic writing. 
This 1s the begmnmg of the research literature review section in one arti
cle entitled "Sex Roles, Interruptions and Silences in Conversation" by Zim
merman and West. 

( 1) The recogn~tion that sex role differences are reflected in language 
patterns has stimulated a good deal of recent research in this area 
(cf. Henley and Thorne, 1975). (2) To consider just one example 
Robin Lakoff (1973) suggests that a separate "woman's speech ex~ 
ists, ~haracterized by a greater preponderance of such forms as tag 
questio~s, compound requests, and questioning intonational patterns 
offered m the context of otherwise declarative answers . ( 3) She also 
~xamines the semantics of sexism by focusing on the discrepancies 
m supp?sed referential equivalents (e.g., "master" and "mistress"), 
and typically female euphemisms (e.g., "lady") for which there is no 
colloquial male equivalent. 

( 4) Even a cursory review of studies of sex roles and language pat
terns suggests that various features of language and speech furnish 
the resources for male dominance (and, for that matter, female sub
missiveness) in pervasive and often subtle ways (references cited). 

Logically, we might characterize entailment this way, 

Sentence one states the topic of the passage; 

Sentence two gives an example of the research mentioned in the first 
sentence; in other words, sentence two is entailed by being included 
in the subject matter of sentence one; 

~entence three pr?vides additional information for the example given 
m sentence two; m other words, entailment by coordination. 
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Sentence four draws a conclusion from the previous paragraph. 

Let's now trace our sense of entailment more fully, both following the ten
sions through the text, and looking retrospectively. First, tension. 

In this passage I feel a lot less tension pulling the writing forward , than 
I did in the Bettelheim passage, though in the first sentence I do feel some, 
I have the basic expectation that some examples of recent research are 
going to be shown in the text. But, in distinction to the Bettelheim passage, 
this is not accompanied by an obvious interest on the part of the author. 
The text is just making a statement, not communicating the subject's 
significance. This is an important difference. In the first passage, the text 
was calling Bettelheim intriguing, calling him a moral genius-making 
these enticing evaluations. Here I'm simply reading facts. 

Going on to the end of the second sentence, I feel that the tension I ex
perienced at the end of the first sentence has now been satisfied. I've got
ten an example of the research; I don't sense any further impetus for the 
text to continue. Similarly, there's very little tension in the third sentence, 
though maybe I mildly suspect that there's going to be a concluding 
remark, summing up this kind of research . 

Now if we look at entailment from a retrospective point of view I would 
say that sentence two fits coming after sentence one because it provides 
a key example of the sex role differences in language talked about in 
sentence one. Sentence three belongs after sentence two because it gives 
pertinent information to complete the summary of Lakoff that sentence 
two begins. Finally, sentence four fits coming after sentence three because 
it puts into a germane context the research that the first paragraph is talk
ing about. 

In this passage the logical connections between sentences are much more 
prominent in our experiences of entailment than they were in the first two 
passages. Might this suggest, then, that a logical conception of entailment 
is fairly accurate for writing in the academic world? I would say, if this 
passage is at all representative, 6 that their model is surely MORE accurate 
for academic writing than for other types, but if we look closely we can 
see that even here to speak only of'logical' connections does not dojustice 
to our sense of coherence. For the logic doesn't stand alone; we perceive 
it embedded in a larger web of connecting strands. 

It's in sentence four that we see this most strongly. For this sentence 
makes a switch from the first three. Up to this point we had been reading 
mainly about sex role differences in language but sentence four focuses 
our attention on the issue of male dominance in language use; that is the 
conclusion the whole passage has been leading up to. Now, do we read 
sentence four as just another idea framing the ideas of the earlier 
sentences? I think, rather, that we assume male dominance must be a 
concern that the authors have. Of course they don't tell us here that they're 
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concerned about male dominance. But our automatic sense is, why would 
they be moving to this conclusion if it didn't concern them? And our 
assumption is confirmed through one trace they leave in an otherwise 
nonevaluative paper, in the introduction they speak of"enduring problems 
of power and dominance in social life." Both this hint from the authors 
and our common sense suggest that the orientation of sentence four 
springs from the writers' concern. 

This framework of significance orients the particulars of the other 
sentences in the passage as well. In the second sentence, the example 
ofLakoffwas obviously chosen because it would lead to the particular con
cl~sion in sentence four. Similarly, the particular facets of her research 
summarized in the second and third sentences also must have been 
chosen because they support that conclusion. 

The authors' relationship to the subject seems to help to organize the 
passage in other ways if we look a little harder. The authors' choice of 
Lakoff as an example of the research in sentences two and three surely, 
we assume, depends not only on her relevance to the concluding sentence; 
we also feel it belongs there, it is entailed, because it is a key example. 
By key I mean, for one thing, we must assume the authors have chosen 
Lakoff as their example guided by their sense of the quality and in
sightfulness of her research. Similarly, their choice of which of Lakoffs 
findings to present in sentences three and four also rests in part on ajudg
ment of the relative value of all her findings. These evaluations stem from 
the authors' familiarity and relationship with the field of sociolinguistics. 
This is what we assume, anyway, in considering the sentences part of a 
coherent presentation. 

After a careful review, then, the passage seems to us organized substan
tially by the thread of the authors' interest in male dominance. Logical 
relationships have an important place in our sense of entailment here, 
but they function only as a piece of the larger activity of connection which 
takes shape as the authors unravel the subject in a direction consonant 
with their interest in it. 

But there is an important way that this passage differs from the first two, 
for as I pointed out earlier, we get little feeling of the authors' concern 
with the subject. Not only are the sentences mainly closed at the end as 
they were in the Agriculture passage, but here we also notice that the 
authors' emotions and evaluations supporting the text's construction 
throughout have been camouflaged. We must infer that male dominance 
is a real concern of the authors and that they consider Lakoff important 
enough to represent the discipline (and this is what we do in our instinc
tive act of humanizing the text . ) But when we look at what is there in the 
text, it's the logical connections that stand out. This is common in 
academic writing. Routinely, we are left with an appearance of logic be
ing more hegemonic in the pattern of the text than in fact it really is. 
Underneath, it is still the writer's sense of significance which fulfills the 
crucial role in organizing the writing. 7 
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THE WRITER'S PURPOSE 

In all three passages I have tried to show that it's the writer's sense of 
significance rather than logic which serves as the basis upon which a text 
is organized. In a way, what I'm suggesting is simply an amplification of 
the role of the writer's purpose in the actual organizing of a text. But to 
think of organization in this manner demands a reenvisioning of what we 
mean by "purpose." 

Generally in composition theory purpose is construed in terms of tasks 
a writer sets out to accomplish, to talk about oranges, to give an impressive 
picture of one's past work experiences, to describe how one's vacation 
is going, to explain the causes of the Vietnam War, to express the beauty 
of a woods. These tasks may mutate in the course of the writing process. 
I may have set out to describe the freshness of a rainy day and in the 
process discover that what the writing is really trying to express is my 
own healing after a break up with a friend. We accept this as one of the 
exciting parts of the writing process, this sense of discovery. But even 
with many changes in purpose, when we consider the organizing of con
tent we still conceptualize it as an activity in service to something fixed, 
a purpose finally crystallized into a set of tasks whose own origin lies out
side the present process. 

A writer's purpose is truly larger than a fixed set of tasks. When we con
sider it in its fullness we can see that it actually permeates the writing, 
not just governing the choice of ideas but creating the very ground on 
which the ideas are positioned in the text. But when purpose is viewed 
only as a preliminary to the process of organizing, then writing becomes 
a "transportable skill," a basically generic response to a wide range of 
tasks. How easy it is then to respond "appropriately" no matter where the 
purpose originates from and without requiring the writer to delve into her 
own life to consider her values, interests-and, perhaps, ethical reser
vations. 

IMPLICATIO:NS 

As we perpetuate a logic-centered view of coherence there are several 
consequences for our students. In terms of helping them achieve 
coherence itself, if we emphasize the logical relationships and ignore the 
writer's sense of significance about what he is saying, we lead students 
away at the point of organizing the writing from the strongest basis they 
have for making sense to themselves, let alone to other people. All the 
good work they may have done in getting a grounded perspective on the 
subject is suddenly interrupted by an approach that doesn't recognize 
those strands of concern and curiosity which connect their thoughts. 
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When, for instance, we encounter problems in student writing where 
~t~~ements don't seem to follow or where the writing is straying from the 
imtial focus we tend to consider this a problem of logical inconsistency 
and encourage the writer to get it back on track. Such an approach fails 
to view the writing in its deeper light-a tentative bubbling up into words 
o'.what the ':',Titer feels to be significant. At points oflogical inconsistency 
different voices or moods are emerging and the writer must dive deep 
to find the ground of their integration. By not doing this, by keeping the 
problem on the level of logic, we are encouraging a more perfunctory 
text-and a less deeply coherent one, since it is a text in which writer is 
less to be discovered. 

Aside from a poorer quality of writing there is a more profound effect from 
teaching writing in a logical way. For what is lost to our students is an 
ap~reciation of how the things people write are integrally connected to 
their personal stance in the world. By cutting off ideas from the weave 
of day to day living, we lead students to believe that our understanding 
?omes to be through logical unravelling, through some magical "system," 
mother words, that creates intelligence out of our dumb experience. This 
causes a deeper confusion, for if we "know" only by the logical inter
connection of information then our notion of what the world is and what 
we ourselves are becomes only what we can circumscribe with our 
thoughts. This misses the vaster pool of feelings, perceptions and 
memories our particular ideas are drawn from, leaving a much shallower 
sense of our own identity and the identity of the world around us. 

To construct a logical latticework of knowledge, our students frantically 
seek the tools we offer them. This is what they need we say, this will give 
t~em the means f~r understanding in the adult world. Our students hap
pily board the tram to Power but don't know that the train has no win
dows and heads toward exile from themselves. 

It's not that thinking through the logic of ideas is unimportant. It is im
portant but by itself it doesn't tap the deeper sources of vision a writer 
must d~aw from. I am proposing an alternative, that we put our emphasis 
on helpmg students through all stages of the writing process to develop 
~nd !ear~, to be guided by their curiosity and concern grounded in daily 
hfe. In this way, we can help them mature as writers, taking the difficult 
path of finding their way into the world through writing. 

End Notes 

1. This essay owes a lot to the ideas of Martin Heidegger which I en
countered in the book A Heidegger Critique by Roger Waterhouse. rm also 
grateful to Robin Brown for his analysis of the conflict of cultures in the 
academic environment, and to Patricia Hamp! and Natalie Goldberg who 
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aught me that writing can be an expression of what we feel deeply. A 
inal thanks to Lilly Bridwell and the Composition Colloquium at the Univer
,ity of Minnesota and a number of others for their helpful comments and 
:upport. Of course all shortcomings in the essay are my own. 

2. Knoblauch and Brannon, Rhetorical Traditions and the Teaching of 
'vriting, p. 71. 

3. The following section is taken from Winterowd's article "The Gram
nar of Coherence"; I include it here for clarification, 

Analysis of thousands of transformational units in sequences reveals that 
here are seven relationships that prevail among T-units and, I would 
trgue, in any stretch of discourse that is perceived as coherent. I have 
:ailed these relationships ( 1) coordinate, ( 2) obversative, ( 3) causative, 
4) conclusive, ( 5) alternative, ( 6) inclusive and ( 7) sequential. These rela
,ionships can be either EXPRESSED or IMPLIED (italics in original). They 
tre expressed in a variety of ways, through coordinating conjtmction, tran
;itional adverbs, and a variety of other movable modifiers. Just how they 
tre implied remains a mystery. However, the relationships are easily 
iemonstrated. 

:;ooRDINATION can always be expressed by AND. (Synonyms, FURTHER-
1/IORE, IN ADDITION, TOO, ALSO, AGAIN, Etc.) .. 

)BVERSATIVITY can always be expressed by BUT. (Synonyms: YET, 
iOWEVER, ON THE OTHER HAND, Etc. ) ... 

:;AUSATIVITY can always be expressed by FOR. It is interesting to note 
:hat among the transitional adverbs commonly used (nevertheless, ac
:;ordingly, then, besides, likewise, indeed, therefore), none expresses the 
:;ausative relationship ... 

::;ONCLUSIVITY can always be expressed by SO. (Synonyms, THEREFORE, 
rHUS, FOR THIS REASON, Etc.) ... 

ALTERNATIVITY can always be expressed by OR. 

INCLUSIVITY is often expressed with a COLON ... The inclusive rela
tionship is that of the example to the generality or the narration of the 
case to the statement of the case. Often, inclusivity is expressed by the 
transformational possibility of complementarization ... 

THE SEQUENTIAL RELATIONSHIP is expressed by such transitions as 'first 
... second ... third,' 'earlier ... later,' 'on the bottom ... in the middle 
... on top' and so on." 

4. Reader response critics have pointed out that a reader's understand
ing of a text has no necessary identity with the intention of the author. 
In what way, then, can we suppose that as readers we share the same 
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understanding as the writer? We can assume this concurrence I think if 
we consider the author in his moment of evaluating how a reader will res
pond to his writing. And after all, it's in this act of role playing his readers 
that any writer must finally gauge the coherence of his work in order to 
convey his thoughts and feelings successfully. The notion ofan interpretive 
community is being extended here to include the writer also. 

Actually the reading that I .am basing my analysis on manifests a connec
tion between the reader and writer deeper than the notion of an "inter
pretive community" generally supposes. When reader response critics 
point out that there is no necessary relationship between readers and the 
writer, or between different readers, they are focusing on the meaning 
different people come away from a text with. The "community" they then 
reconstruct is of readers whose mental pictures resemble each other. 
These critics are considering meaning essentially an individual activity, 
and I think they're right to the extent that we think about meaning in 
isolation. 

In my view of coherence, I put more weight on the reader's sense of the 
content's significance to the writer than on meaning by itself. And 
significance is NOT an individual activity. It is fundamentally and ir
reducibly an affair of relationship between people. When a writer com
municates significance the reader FEELS it directly. There is an immediate 
bond of transmission; it comes before the reader can even evaluate it. 
Here we find something far more intimate than the mere resemblances 
found in an interpretive community. 

This doesn't mean, though, that the readers' experience in communica
tion is the SAME as the writer's. If a child comes into her parent's bedroom 
at night and, shaking, tells her father she's seen a ghost, her father will 
feel her alarm, and he will be alerted to the need to comfort her, but he 
won't himself be frightened in the same way. The same occurs in reading. 
I can feel a writer's urgency, excitement, sense that something is funny, 
etc., though I myself may not have the same response to the content. 

5. Perhaps one reason for this is that to write a sentence which raises 
a reader's curiosity puts some of the writer's enthusiasm on display, 
unavoidably, and thus not to be discrete would be "indiscrete"-uncouth, 
showing too much excitement for the objective pursuit of knowledge. 

There's also another possible reason for this lack of motivating tension. 
The clippedness of these statements gives them a finality, a sense of not 
being open to question and so a feeling of authority. My impression is that 
as writers enter the academic world their writing becomes more defen
sive. They write not only to communicate ideas but also to assert the truth 
of those ideas. I sense the freshman writer behind the words here, trying 
to stand up as a credible narrator, holding up all these pieces of truth, 
trying not to get knocked out in the intellectual arena. 



6. While this is only one passage out of a whole culture of academic 
literature, in my observation, it represents pretty well the jargony and 
unemotional discourse common ( though by no means universal) in 
academia. 

But, you may think, a literature review section is one piece of writing we 
would expect to be dull. Perhaps. But in this case the passage is quite 
typical of the entire article in its use of jargon and its objective tone. 

7. Having shown how coherence reflects much more than logical con
nection we can now examine the actual role logic plays in the experience 
of coherence. Of course in all the passages we have looked at we were 
able to describe the logical relations between sentences. But not in all cir
cumstances was the logic an important part of our awareness as we made 
sense of the passage. In the Bly excerpt, for instance, we make sense of 
the passage very nicely barely needing to keep in mind the logical pat
tern implicit within it. This was because while the sentences do support 
each other in a logical way (S2 elaborates S1; S3 provides a conclusion 
for S2) they most significantly register, each one, as important and in
teresting in their own right. Thus the meaning displays the bulk of its tex
ture in the "content" alone. Logic plays a supporting but secondary role 
in how we make sense of this passage. 

Logic can play other roles. Where the writer has an overall point she is 
making in a paragraph one particular sentence may stand out as impor
tant with others serving as scaffolding to get the reader there ( either as 
evidence to make the point plausible, or as interpretation to cut through 
more superficial layers of understanding). This is the case for much of 
academic writing. Here the logic is important as a necessary component 
ofthejourney to the main concern. Without it the writer's intended point 
of arrival would not "stick'' for the reader. 

Logic can also be important as an aspect of the content itself; again this 
is common in academic writing. In explaining a process, for instance 
operating a computer program, the relationship between parts of the pro
cess is a necessary aspect of the explicit understanding a reader must 
come away with. One must remember the proper sequence of actions 
which will make the computer work successfully. Or in explaining the 
causes of the Great Depression it's necessary for the reader to bear in 
mind which statements represent causes and which effects. 

In academic writing, then, logic does have a more important role in 
organizing the text than in other kinds of writing. But as we saw in the 
Zimmerman and West passage it is not the controlling aspect, rather it 
is one aspect of the larger web of the writer's interest and values. 
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